Dear ISN Secretariat,

First of all, I would like to thank International Society of Neurochemistry (ISN) for giving me the opportunity to attend the ISN Advanced School on “New approaches in glial cell research” and 8th FENS Forum of Neuroscience held in Barcelona, Spain during 10-18 July 2012. These School and conference were very interesting and gave the opportunity to learn many issues in regards to glial cell physiology and functioning. As a Neuroscience researcher, it was a very enriching experience for me to attend these schools/conferences.

These meetings proved to be a good platform for me to interact with some of the great names of Neuroscience field which helped me a lot in refining my research work as per their valuable suggestions. In addition to this I was very happy to interact with other fellows from diverse field and updated my knowledge in respective areas. I also made a good network with peoples to whom I discuss my research frequently and get their valuable feedbacks on my findings.

ISN advance school on “New approaches in glial cell research” was very informative and explored different aspects in glial cell research area. It helped me in planning of future work in glial cell physiology. On the other hand, FENS Forum was huge and provided a opportunity to update myself in different area of Neuroscience.

In conclusion I really appreciate and acknowledge ISN for providing this opportunity under ISN-CAEN scheme to students like me who need these types of grants to attend valuable meetings to revamp their research work.

Thanks

With Regards

Vishal Jain, PhD